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GUIDE TO OPTIMIZING THE WEB PAGES

This guide covers 10 basic must-do’s that all webmasters MUST FOLLOW to improve the
page load time of their sites.
This is NOT the exhaustive list but enough to get you started.
The first of its kind guide with hands on code samples and crisp to-the-point action items.

1. OPTIMIZE YOUR IMAGES
●
●

●
●
●

Always use images that uses less colors, i.e., smaller file sizes. There are many tools
available such as Adobe Photoshop or online tools like Smush.it, ImageOptim, pngnq
Use Sprites - CSS Sprites or Image maps combines multiple images into a single image.
Overall size is about the same, but reducing the number of HTTP requests speeds up
the page.
Don’t use bigger images than you need just because you can set the width and height in
HTML. And yes, you MUST set the width and height in each img tag.
Make favicon small and cacheable. Imagemagick can help you create small favicons.
Avoid empty image src ( <img src=””> )

2. DYNAMIC PAGES
Split serving of your static and dynamic pages. Don’t burden the application server to fetch and
give the static content. The static content like css, js files and all images must be stored in a
separate folder that can be served by the proxy/reverse proxy or frontend load balancer itself.
This way the application server like Unicorn, Passenger is not burdened by requests for images,
css etc.

3. .HTACCESS
It is a configuration file which controls the directory it is placed in and all the subdirectories
underneath it.
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With .htaccess rules, you can have
● A more secure site
● Compressed components for faster loading times
● Leverage Browser cache for rendering returning and recurring page visits
● Remove extensions from URL names like:
If you want to remove .php, .html, .htm extensions with .htaccess, then
in your .htaccess :
RewriteEngine On
RewriteCond %{REQUEST_FILENAME} !-f
RewriteRule ^([^\.]+)$ $1.php [NC,L]
These are some of the good resources for step by step information about .htaccess [Link2 ]

4. LEVERAGE BROWSER CACHING
Setting an expiry date or a maximum age in the HTTP headers for static resources instructs the
browser to load previously downloaded resources from local disk rather than over the network.
# BEGIN Expire headers
<ifModule mod_expires.c>
ExpiresActive On
ExpiresDefault "access plus 5 seconds"
ExpiresByType image/x-icon "access plus 2592000 seconds"
ExpiresByType image/jpeg "access plus 2592000 seconds"
ExpiresByType image/png "access plus 2592000 seconds"
ExpiresByType image/gif "access plus 2592000 seconds"
ExpiresByType application/x-shockwave-flash "access plus 2592000 seconds"
ExpiresByType text/css "access plus 604800 seconds"
ExpiresByType text/javascript "access plus 216000 seconds"
ExpiresByType application/javascript "access plus 216000 seconds"
ExpiresByType application/x-javascript "access plus 216000 seconds"
ExpiresByType text/html "access plus 600 seconds"
ExpiresByType application/xhtml+xml "access plus 600 seconds"
</ifModule>
# END Expire headers
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This way you can avoid fetching the same non-changed items like images from the server.
Instead, if the browser finds that the resources are not expired, the browser will render them
from the dick of the user where it has been cached.

5. EXPIRES OR A CACHE-CONTROL HEADER
A first-time visitor to your page may have to make several HTTP requests, but by using the
Expires header you make those components cacheable. This avoids unnecessary HTTP
requests on subsequent page views.
in your .htaccess :
# BEGIN Cache-Control Headers
<ifModule mod_headers.c>
<filesMatch "\.(ico|jpe?g|png|gif|swf)$">
Header set Cache-Control "public"
</filesMatch>
<filesMatch "\.(css)$">
Header set Cache-Control "public"
</filesMatch>
<filesMatch "\.(js)$">
Header set Cache-Control "private"
</filesMatch>
<filesMatch "\.(x?html?|php)$">
Header set Cache-Control "private, must-revalidate"
</filesMatch>
</ifModule>
# END Cache-Control Headers

6. SCRIPTS
●

To help the page load faster, move scripts to the bottom of the page if they are
deferrable. There are very few reasons for needing scripts at the top of your page.
<script src=”js/script.js”></script>
</body>
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●
●

●
●
●

Combine two or more files to improve the response times.
Google began hosting popular scripts such as jQuery. If you’re using such a library, it is
strongly recommended that you link to Google’s CDN rather than using your own
script.
Use the YUI Compressor or Google’s Closure Compiler(Powerful) to compress
JavaScript files
Remove Duplicate Scripts. It hurts performance to include the same JS file twice in one
page. Internet Explorer is very popular to have Unnecessary HTTP requests!
Minification helps to remove unnecessary characters from the code to reduce its size
thereby improving load times. Two popular tools for minifying JavaScript code are
JSMin and YUI Compressor. The YUI compressor can also minify CSS.

7. CLEANUP THE HEAD
●
●
●
●
●

Try to keep title under 80 characters.
Always try to use mod_rewrite to put favicon icon.
Meta Keyword tag should not exceed 5 keywords.
Note: Separate keywords with a comma and a space
Meta Description tag : Keep it under 160 characters.
Note: Google does not use the keywords meta tag in web ranking. So it’s really waste of
time filling head full of keywords in meta tags. [ Read ]

8. CSS
It’s very important to load CSS as soon as possible, ideally before any images have been
loaded. So don’t put any <link> or scripts above the stylesheet in the HTML head.
● Minification helps to remove unnecessary characters from the code to reduce its size
thereby improving load times. There are various tools available on the internet that
enable you to easily optimize and compress your CSS code. CSS Compressor, CSS Drive
Gallery, Minify CSS etc.
● Combine css files. This can also be used to compibe js files. First you need to download
and configure the combine.php script. (Edit only CSS and JS directory ). Upload the
combine.php script to the root of your website. Finally you need modify your .htaccess
file.
●
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RewriteEngine
On
RewriteBase
/
RewriteRule
^css/(.*\.css)
/combine.php?type=css&files=$1
RewriteRule ^javascript/(.*\.js) /combine.php?type=javascript&files=$1

9. GZIP WHAT YOU CAN
Save bandwidth by compressing HTML,CSS and JS files using GZIP method.
You can tell Apache to inform browsers that the content is compressed in your .htaccess file.
The following rule will gzip all your *.css, *.js, *.html, *.html, *.xhtml, and *.php files:
<ifModule mod_deflate.c>
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE text/html text/plain text/xml application/xml
application/xhtml+xml text/css text/javascript application/javascript application/x-javascript
</ifModule>
Note:
Image and PDF files should not be gzipped because they are already compressed.
Trying to gzip them not only wastes CPU but can potentially increase file sizes.
● GZIP does not compress images, just the raw code being output and sent to the user.
●

Use the online gzip test to check whether your page is compressed.
Use tools like Varnish to gzip your static content.

10.

PLUGINS/EXTENSIONS TO MEASURE SITE SPEED
"yslow" - A Firebug plugin to measure and determine why a particular page is slow.
● GFast – From Google
● Google webmaster tools
●
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The Complete Detailed Report..
(Want The Full Exhaustive List?)
Request the full version of the report to get more insider information into more topics like:


HTTP ETag header



Minimize the Number of iframes



Better Indexing in Google Search Engine

Write to us at ritika@atlogys.com
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ABOUT: ATLOGYS TECHNICAL CONSULTING
Who are we?
A group of Ex-google, Ex-Carnegie Mellon and Ex-IIT computer scientists who are super
passionate about technology.

What We Do?
We act as your CTO (Chief Technology Officer) to take full ownership of your technology.

Atlogys is an IT consulting company comprising of extremely passionate and technically sound
computer scientists and software engineers from Google, Carnegie Mellon and IIT.
We believe that the process of offshore software development is inefficient and expensive for
the end customer. Our goal is to enhance this process by making it TURNKEY, RELIABLE AND
HASSLE-FREE.
We do this by working for you as your CTO.
We provide detailed and personalized techno-business strategy on your product  We do
detailed architecture design for your application  We manage the complete offshore lifecycle
and delivery of your software project with your development vendor We Offer an extra
Engineering Eye for Detail to ensure your product is 360 degree complete with respect to
performance,
security,
scalability.
Engage us on your next software masterpiece
on your business while we handle all of your software!

…

so

you

can
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